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                Editor’s Note: When asked why, after thousands of years and millions of words, he felt that the world needed still another book arguing the case for God’s existence, Evan Sayet said: I wanted to write a book for the lay-reader…
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                    Pelosi and 36 Democrats Were Dying to Kiss the Hand of Hamas
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                Last night, during the eclipse, I was having a few drinks. That’s not the news. The news is that I was having drinks with a retired paratrooper who put his life on the line during various special operations in the…
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                    Biden’s Never-Ending Lies Spawn a New Generation of Liars
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                If you hang around on Xwitter long enough, you’re going to run into some of the DNC’s paid trolls who vomit forth the usual propaganda about their candidate, the decrepit pervert Joe Biden who deserves blame for misgoverning a country…
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                Former President Donald Trump thinks he made the right political decision when he announced Monday that he will not back a nationwide ban on late-term abortions. He thinks this stance will make it easier for political independents to support him…
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                “We are deeply disappointed in President Trump’s position,” Marjorie Dannenfelser, president of Susan B. Anthony Pro-Life America, reacted to Donald Trump revealing his post-Dobbs, 2024 position on abortion. Trump, rather than pro-life activists, gets it right here. After foolishly floating a national…
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                It’s moments like these when Pope Francis’ pastoral attitude and openness to secular liberals is beneficial. On Monday, the Vatican’s Dicastery for the Doctrine of the Faith released a major doctrinal declaration on human dignity. Titled Dignitas infinita, the document…
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                “A Permanent New York Landmark,” editorial cartoon by Yogi Love for The American Spectator, April 9, 2023.
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                    Pennsylvania Leadership Conference Stars as Activists Rally to Trump
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                Gathering for three days last week from Thursday to Saturday was the Pennsylvania Leadership Conference. Led by Lowman Henry, chairman and CEO of the Lincoln Institute of Public Opinion Research foundation based in the state capital of Harrisburg, and David…
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                    The US Must Not Allow an Iranian Base in the Red Sea
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                Recent indications that Iran tried to establish a naval base in Sudan have called the Iranian regime’s intentions in the Red Sea into question. A Wall Street Journal report last month cited a Sudanese intelligence officer who claimed that Tehran had requested…
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                    What PBS Got Wrong, and Right, About William F. Buckley Jr.
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                    Daniel J. Flynn 
                                        | Apr 8, 2024

            

            

                        
                PBS premiered “The Incomparable Mr. Buckley” coincidentally on the same day that I visited Yale University’s Sterling Memorial Library to explore William F. Buckley Jr.’s correspondence. The epistolary Buckley encountered Friday morning clashed as much as he meshed with the…
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